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RARE COINS RARE CURRENCIESPRECIOUS METALS

HARD ASSET MANAGEMENT SPECIALIZES IN 
BUILDING HARD ASSET PORTFOLIOS

Mr. Briggs has been in the business of managing hard assets 
for nearly 40 years.

During that time, he has bought and sold some of the rarest 
and most highly desired coins, currencies and antiquities in 
the world, including US rarities that are currently highlighted 
in the book "100 Greatest U.S. Coins”

Having sold over $500,000,000 in rare coins and precious 
metals, Mr. Briggs brings his experience to individuals 
seeking long-term growth opportunities. 



ASSET PERFORMANCE

THE CURRENT STATE OF THE UNITED STATES RARE COIN 
MARKET
The rare coin market has experienced a substantial period of near-continuous growth. 
Coin investors who made select rare coin purchases and held onto those coins for 5, 10, 
20 or even 40+ years would have seen growth unsurpassed by many traditional 
investments like stocks, bonds, real estate, or even CD’s.



ASSET PERFORMANCE

NATIONAL DEBT INCREASES BUT RARE COINS STILL 
PERFORM

The world global debt has hit an historical and frightening level of $277 trillion dollars at 
the end of 2020, which includes the United States, China, Europe, and many other G20 
countries around the world. This debt is a stunning 320% of the world’s GDP. The debt-
to-GDP ratio is what a country owes compared to what it produces. Government debt to 
GDP per country and external debt to GDP per country has skyrocketed to levels that 
many analysts are warning because of what they believe cannot be sustained. These 
experts now believe we have reached the tipping point of no return where it may not be 
possible that this debt can be paid back. 



DESCRIPTION QUALITY/GRADE 2019 PRICE 2020 PRICE

1692 William & Mary Gold 5 Guineas MS63 $132,000 $384,000

1811 One Cent (Regular Strike) MS65 $125,000 $500,000

1924 Peace Dollar MS67+ $13,500 $55,000

SELECT RARE COIN GAINS OVER 12 MONTHS

DESCRIPTION QUALITY/GRADE 2015/2016 PRICE 2020/2021 PRICE

1964 Special Strike Kennedy Half Dollar SP67+ $15,000 $108,000

1826 Half Cent, Red and Brown MS64 $2,500 $25,000

Marcus Aurelius, as Augustus (AD 161- 180). 
AV aureus

ANCIENT $7,637.50 $31,200

SELECT RARE COIN GAINS OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS

DESCRIPTION QUALITY/GRADE PRICE RECENT PRICE

1880 United States $4 Coiled Hair Stella PROOF 67 $310,000 $1,821,250

1793 1C Chain MS66 BROWN $375,000 $2,500,000

1880 Japanese Gold Proof 10 Yen Year 13 
Proof 64

PROOF 64 $109,250 $270,250

Satyr Head Gold Stater Circa 350 B.C. - 300 
B.C.

ANCIENT $650,000 $3,802,500 

SELECT RARE COIN GAINS OVER THE LAST 20 YEARS

ASSET PERFORMANCE



HARD ASSET PORTFOLIO

RARE COINS

Another of the world’s most expensive coins is this 1794 silver dollar. 
It is one of the first silver dollars struck by the U.S. mint and it sold for 
$10,016,875 in 2013. Estimated today’s value $20M+. 

One of the world’s most expensive coins is this 1787 New York-Style 
Brasher Doubloon, sold at auction in January 2021 for $9,360,000. 

The fabled King of Siam proof set, 
originally given as a diplomatic gift on 
behalf of U.S.  President Andrew 
Jackson to the King of Siam (now 
Thailand) in 1836, it was purchased for  
a record price of $8.5 million on
November 1, 2005. Several experts 
estimate its value today at $25-$35 
million. It's a priceless and unique 
numismatic treasure that will always be 
in demand and appreciated worldwide. 

HARD ASSET MANAGEMENT has chosen to focus only on the most valuable of all US 
and World rare coins.  These coins have had the greatest price increases. Their potential 
for future price performance is characterized by several factors that include past 
performance,  precious metal content, historical significance, and artistic beauty.

NOT ALL COINS ARE CREATED EQUAL:



RARE CURRENCY

A $1,000 1890 Treasury 
Note sold for $3,290,000 
on January 2014.

INVESTMENT QUALITY NOTES:

The value of collectible currency depends almost entirely on its condition or state of 
preservation. Often, age, date, and foreign currency exchange rates do not mean much.  
Currency in perfect mint condition is always worth more to collectors/investors. 
However, only trained and experienced coin and currency dealers who are very 
familiar with foreign money can realistically estimate the current value of collectible 
bills.

America's largest denomination 
currency, the $100,000 bill, is worth 
about $1.6+ million today. The gold 
certificate note, which bears 
President  Woodrow Wilson's 
portrait, was used only for official 
transactions between Federal 
Reserve Banks. It was not circulated 
among the general public and 
cannot be legally held by currency 
note collectors.

HARD ASSET PORTFOLIO



USD per ounce

PRECIOUS METALS

Yet another investment that Hard Asset Management specializes in is gold, silver, platinum, and  
palladium bullion.

GOLD
Ever since Gold was discovered over 5,000 years ago, mankind has  
valued this rare and precious metal above all other elements.

High $27 Low $5

SILVER
Ancient Greeks as far back as the fourth millennium BC began
separating silver from the less valuable element, lead. And today, it is the
most vastly collected precious metal on Earth.

High $2,000 Low $250

SOURCE: KITKO.COM

USD per ounce

SOURCE: KITKO.COM

HARD ASSET PORTFOLIO



PRECIOUS METALS INVESTMENT

USD Per ounce

High $1,780 Low $310

PLATINUM
Even rare among the precious metals. Platinum has a shorter  
history but is highly valued and is a symbol of prestige.

PALLADIUM
Rare and lustrous silvery-white metal that was discovered in the 
early 1800s. Palladium is an attractive investment due to the rise in 
jewelry and industrial demands.

USD Per ounce

High $2,316 Low $150

SOURCE: KITKO.COM



Hard Asset Management has designed an innovative acquisition program

Hard Asset Management has designed an innovative acquisition program that provides 
participants with an unprecedented combination of access to expert advice. Our services 
range from the identification of investment-quality authenticated rare assets to up-to-date 
information regarding the market value of those assets. This allows participants to benefit 
from the same strategies and techniques that previously might only have been accessible to 
dealers and life-long collectors.

Hard Asset Management helps participants build world-class collections of rare assets that 
have proven investment and profit potential. Based on the particular program best suited for 
each client, you can select one or more of our three Legacy Programs. Any of our account 
executives will be happy to walk you through each one of the programs. Clients can enter one 
program and later upgrade. Also, they can make the financial commitment over time if 
necessary.

HARD ASSET MANAGEMENT’S LEGACY PROGRAMS



Hard Asset Management HAS TWO BUSINESS MODELS....

The first is the sale of vary rare investment-quality hard assets to its clients. The second is the representation 
of those assets when and if the clients decide to sell. Clients that have purchased hard assets from other 
dealers are invited to have HAM represent them for resale.

HAM begins by selling investment-quality hard assets to clients at a price based on its interpretation of fair 
market value and identifies those assets with the strongest fundamentals for potential long-term growth. The 
profit it makes on these sales ranges has developed a loyal client base that returns to Hard Asset Management 
when they want to resell the assets.

Hard Asset Management charges between 5-7% of any item's selling price to represent assets on the client's 
behalf. In these cases, Hard Asset Management acts as its client’s agent, and the proceeds of the sales are 
paid to the client after a sale to another client is completed and the final payment clears. This process begins 
with the client setting a minimum resale price for all assets agreed to be resold. Hard Asset Management can 
assist in setting this price. As a result,  the higher price realized by which Hard Asset Management resells the 
assets, the more that both the client and it receives. Any costs, including specific marketing that HAM occurs 
in the reselling of client's asset, will be estimated and approved by the client prior to said charge occurs.

While Hard Asset Management deals in the United States and World rare asset industry, it does not act 
as an investment advisor. Clients who are acquiring assets purely as a collectible or investment or solely 
because of their precious metal content or rarity are encouraged to consult with his or her respective 
investment advisor as to their ability to understand all risks involved. 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS ABSOLUTELY NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE  PRICE INCREASES. 
HAM HAS A 10 DAY UNCONDITIONAL RETURN POLICY FROM TIME ITEM IS  RECEIVED 
BY CLIENT FOR A FULL RETURN OF THEIR PURCHASE PRICE MINUS ANY SPECIAL  
SHIPPING CHARGES. ASSETS SPECIAL ORDERED OR PURCHASED AT AUCTION ON 
BEHALF OF  CLIENT ARE NON-REFUNDED-ABLE. DO NOT PURCHASE ANY HARD ASSET IF 
YOU CAN NOT  AFFORD TO LOSS YOUR ENTIRE INVESTMENT.

Hard Asset Management emphasizes that, notwithstanding any historical trend as to the increase in 
value of United States or world rare assets, there is an inherent risk that any downturn in the 
economy... whether caused by war,  financial downturn, state or federal government(s) around the 
world filing bankruptcy or natural disaster etc...might result in the unanticipated fluctuation in the 
value of United States or world rare and hard assets.  There is obviously, therefore no guaranty that the 
value of any asset purchased from Hard Asset Management will maintain its value over any specific 
period of time.

HARD ASSET MANAGEMENTS’S REVENUE

HARD ASSET MANAGEMENT IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR



CHRISTIAN BRIGGS  
W: (844) 426-4653
C: (310) 279-9400
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